Core Facilities… (3)

History Sessions

Many software packages create a history trail as you use them, and then allow
you to step backward and forward through this should you wish to return to a
previous state. CEDAR Cambridge takes this concept an important step further.
When you save a session, it not only saves the current state of the audio but
also the complete Undo/Redo stack so that you can later reload the session and
step back all the way to the first time that the audio was loaded should you
need to do so. The benefits of this are obvious, and are particularly important
for forensic audio investigators who may need to determine and report upon
everything that has been done to the audio, no matter how long ago the work
was carried out.

Internationalisation
CEDAR Cambridge allows users to localise much of the system’s user-interface,
including its tooltips.
Translation is straightforward, simply requiring the entry of the new language
terms alongside the English ones in a text file. The resulting language files
can be supplied to CEDAR Audio, added to the localisation library and, where
appropriate, made available to other users.
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